
MAX-HOBBY small size auto open heat press machine is designed for sublimation of mini items. With GY-06 Digital Controller, it is more easy to operate this auto open press and
more accurate in time and temp. display.

Equipped with strong structure, the auto open heat press is very stable in quality. With the help of small structure size, much space can be saved while working with this hobby heat
press. And its exchageable heat platen makes it very easy in operation.

For Microtec auto open hobby heat press, it is perfect for sublimation of mini items such as ID Tag Pendant, phone case, metal mirror, keyring, coaster, tile,ornament, Name
Card,Mini T-shirt,Card Case, etc.

With small size, this auto open hobby heat press is ideal for customers who want to make sublimation for mini items and who are working in relatively smaller working area.

GY-06 Digital Controller: This controller makes the hobby heat
press looks more fashion; It is easy for you to set the time and
temperature. More accurate of the time and temp. display.
                                                   

Strong structure: With strong structure, the economy small size
heat press machine is with very stable quality and longer life time.

Exchangable platen: For any of your request about changing the
heat platen, this auto open heat press makes it very easy in
operation 

Mini platen: With the mini platen, the hobby heat press machine
is perfect choice for sublimation of small size items

 Model No.  MAX-HOBBY  MAX-200
 Machine Type  Auto Release, Clamshell
 Platen Size  15*15cm  With Cap Heater+15*15cm Heater
 Under Plate  Exchangeable
 Controller  GY-06 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Printable Articles  Up to 8mm Thickness
 Opening Angle  35 Degrees
 Gas Spring Control  Yes
 Voltage  120V/ 220V
 Power  500-1000W
 Time Range  0-999 sec.
 Maximum Temp.  225 C
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Packing Size  72*41*73cm  72*42*74cm
 Net Weight  18.65kg  20.8kg
 Gross Weight  21.3kg  26.25kg

Each Signle Copper sheathed heating rod is tested before it is cast in an aluminum alloy or Mica Sheet. These heating rods are comparable to those found in industrial ovens that
heat up quickly, work efficiently and last many years. With our industrial quality heat castings, you can get five years worry free warranty.

All Microtec heat presses are strictly tested under the following procedures before shipping out.
1) Turn on the machine, let it heating up to 200 degree Celsius.
2) Keep the temperature stay at 200 degree Celsius for at least 20 minutes.

 
All the machines are packed with cartons, which has full wrapped styrofoam filling the interspace and there are  manual instructure offered for each set of machine.
 

Mini items like: ID Tag Pendant,phone case, metal mirror, keyring, coaster, tile,ornament, Name Card,Mini T-shirt,Card Case

Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a
quantitative order and the following guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.
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